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The Cavendishes, the Evelyns, and
Teasing in Verse and Prose

James Fitzmaurice
Northern Arizona University

t is often noted by those who study seventeenth-century women
writers that Mary Evelyn, wife to the famous diarist, pronounced
Margaret Cavendish, duchess of Newcastle, "rambling as her
books, aiming at science, difficulties, high notions, terminating commonly in nonsense, oaths, and obscenity." 1 Such evidence is sometimes
used to show that Margaret Cavendish deserved to be called "Mad
Madge of Newcastle," an epithet that frequently made its way into
biographical references to her in after ages. Nevertheless, it as easily
might be the case Mary Evelyn was merely a little miffed with the
attentions her husband, John, paid the not unattractive duchess. 2 In
1667 when she made her comments, Mary Evelyn also may have been
just a trifle displeased with an atmosphere of teasing and wry poetic
exchange that existed between John and other men. It was about this
time John wrote comic verses describing a visit by Margaret Cavendish

I

1 Evelyn,
2

Diary and Correspondence, 4:8-9.

Pepys felt that the now middle-aged Margaret was "comely" and John had
found his way alone to Margaret's "bed-chamber" on II May 1667, that is, a few days
before Margaret's visit to the Royal Society (Pepys, 8:187). "To Lond. dined at the
Duke of Newcastle, & sat discoursing with her Grace in her bed-chamber after
dinner, 'ti! my Lord Marquis of Dorchester came in with other company, & then
home" (quoted from De Beer edition: Evelyn, Diary, 3:482).
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to the Royal Society, risque verses designed to entertain his friend
Sir Joseph Williamson. About twenty years earlier, Margaret's husband, William, had written risque and even bawdy lines himself
in conjunction with John and Mary Evelyn's wedding. The piece by
William, as it turns out, is more than a pleasant excursus performed
for the moment. Indeed, its author found it important enough to
include it as the final poem in a handsome, scribally produced volume.''3
While England at the time of the composition of the poem on
the occasion of John and Mary Evelyn's nuptials generally tended
towards the prudish, banished Cavaliers living in France, men like
William Cavendish, enjoyed a racy tease. The poem on the Evelyns'
marriage is much more than naughty good fun, however; it also treats
a serious topic that was both a part of the lives of the Cavendishes as
well as a subject in their writing-marriage between two people of
unequal ages. English writers from Chaucer to Sheridan have pointed
out the dangers in such matches, but it is clear the union of Margaret
and William was successful despite a substantial difference in their
ages. William was thirty years Margaret's senior when they married in
1645; she was in her twenties and he in his fifties. He was recently
widowed, and some of his older children were about his new wife's
age. This last circumstance must have caused him to be the butt of
friendly jokes of the sort Cavalier poets were always making at one
another's expense. More serious was the objection to the marriage
offered by Qyeen Henrietta Maria, wife to England's exiled King
Charles I. 4 Margaret and William went ahead with the marriage,
however, which was performed in the private chapel of Sir Richard
Browne-ambassador to France and trusted advisor to the king.
It was only two years later, on 22 May 1647, that John Evelyn,
then twenty-seven years old, recorded in his diary that he had "set
[his] affections on a daughter" of the chapel's owner. Within a month,

3 Cavendish,

BL Add. MSS.
The Qyeen's cold treatment of Margaret on account of the marriage is
evidenced in letters from Margaret to William (Grant, nS-19) .
4

William Cavendish

Mary Cavendish

John Evelyn

Mary Evelyn
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on 17 June, the structure once again performed its holy office, and
John Evelyn was wed to the eleven-year-old Mary Browne. 5 It was
common enough for older men and women to marry much younger
people when spouses died, but John was as yet a bachelor and relatively
young himself. He might be expected to marry a widow with money,
as William Cavendish had done in his own first marriage. Not that
the marriage ofJohn Evelyn to Mary Browne was without advantage,
for her father had enormous political importance. 6 Rather, the very
young age of his bride positioned John for good-natured teasing of
the sort Cavalier poets sometimes used when describing a friend's
marriage.7 John Evelyn, while unequivocally Royalist, was not, of
course, a stereotypical hard-drinking and ever-wenching Cavalier. His
life is more a record of pious associations than a series of nights of
debauchery.8 He was, nevertheless, something of a friend of the more
worldly William Cavendish, and the young age of the bride must
have presented an opportunity for levity that could not be resistedCavalier or no Cavalier. 9

5

De Beer edition: Evelyn, Diary, 2:535.
Twenty-four letters from John to his father-in-law show that Evelyn discussed
politics with Browne in depth and was something of a source of intelligence on the
government of Cromwell (Bray edition: Evelyn, L etters and Correspondence, vol. 3).
7
In the sweet but generally tame "Epithalamium. The morning after the Marriage of the Earl of Barymore with Mrs. Martha Laurence," Davenant cannot resist a
description of the anterooms to the bedchamber filled with "cast and cancell'd Lovers"
(Davenant, 159). Carew is more daring when he observes that the wedding night of
Thomas Killigrew was accompanied by a storm whose "loude whistling noyse [covered
the bride's] pleasing shreeks, and [fanned Killigrew's] panting joys" (Carew, 80).
8
De Beer notes in particular the religious persuasions of such friends of John as
his father-in-law, Mrs. Godolphin, and a group of Anglican divines, including in
particular Dr. Thomas Tenison (Evelyn, Diary, 1:8, 29, 30).
9 There is just the slightest chance Margaret had Mary Evelyn in mind when she
composed letter 179 of Sociable Letters, where a similarly young girl is nearly married
to an older man. The man backs away from the proposed union saying, "I could take
more Content to Admire Antiquity, or to Listen to an Aged Sybil, or Read in an Old
Chronicle, than to Play with a Baby, to Listen to a Parrat, or to Read the Horn-book,
there being so much Difference between Youth and Age."
6
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There are discernible references to at least three different sorts
of language in William's poem about the marriage, references that
strengthen and give depth to the verse's teasing qualities. First, there
is an invocation of the diction of religious and philosophical debate,
along with a phrase of religious import taken out of ordinary speech.
Second, the poem makes use of the language of horticulture. In so
doing it offers specific allusion to the poetry of Herrick and Jonson,
while at the same time paying a compliment to the addressee. John
Evelyn was to go on to write various books on plants, including a
gardener's almanac, Kalendarium Hortense. 10 Third and finally, the
poem situates the bawdy remarks it makes in the language of horsemanship, which was an area of expertise claimed by William-a man
who was to write his own guidebooks on the "dressing" of horses.
William begins the poem in jocular fashion by noting that some
people believe that it is impossible for a man to find a virgin to marry.
John, he implies, makes fools of these people by marrying a girl who
is too young to have been seduced. We hear the voice of religious and
philosophical debate in William's ruminations about the notion that
nothing is ever first because something else always "before is." William
teasingly congratulates John on avoiding the conclusion that before
there is any one man in a woman's life there must have been-according
to this rule-another earlier. Nothing, of course, became a Restoration
word associated with the female genitalia, but William does not
explicitly anticipate this association. 11 If William invokes the phrases
of learned skeptics with "Nature's Rule" and "thou Confutst," he also
lifts a stock phrase of religious reference out of ordinary speech. "We
Bidd God giue thee Joy," he says, reminding John that he, William,
his wife Margaret, and probably the Cavendish family as a whole offer

10 He

began with a translation, The French Gardn er (1658). He also wrote on
forest trees, on orchards, and on the preparation of soil. For a full listing, see De Beer
edition: Evelyn, Diary, 1:124-31.
11
A manuscript poem written by Ben Jonson and belonging to William makes
a similar connection with the geometrical figure of the circle (Herford and Simpson,
8:417).
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the felicitation. The giving of joy, with or without the aid of God, was
standard for all sorts of occasions, including the births of children
and the informal announcements of pregnancies. Religious reference
in the poem shifts in the direction of medieval religious iconology
when the bride is said to be an "inclosd Bewtious lilly ... Not spotted
or yet sullid with the Ayre." The Virgin Mary was often compared to
an enclosed garden, 12 and her flower in the visual arts was the lily.
A comparison of this sort drew the contempt of Ben Jonson, when
John Donne made it on behalf of the recently dead Elizabeth Drury.
William, an admirer of both Donne and Jonson, may have enjoyed
drawing the newly created Mary Evelyn into the disagreement between
points of view about the appropriate way to praise a woman in poetrythat is, the disagreement about whether or not religious comparisons
should be made.
William goes on to say that Mary is a "Virgin in a Cristall Boxe,"
an allusion most likely to the image of a "lily in a crystal" made famous
by Robert Herrick a year later with the publication of H esperides. If the
sense of cause and effect presented here seems weak, it will be well to
remember that William easily could have owned a manuscript copy of
Herrick's poem. The images of "plum," "apricot," and "woolly peach"
also recall Herrick's poetry as well as the daughters of the tenant
f~rmers in Jonson's "Penshurst." William goes beyond mere allusion,
however, and the poem slides gracefully away from the language of
religion into that of horticulture. Since Mary is so young, she may be
"grafted" like a tree, and "when grown more tall" she may be trained
further to suit John's desires. "Inoculate" is clearly a technical term
from the language of horticulture, for its definition as "grafted" in the
OED is supported by various specialist books on the subject. John
eventually used the word himself in this way in his K alendarium
Ho rtense. 13 Likewise, "plash," meaning "to trellis against a wall,"

12

See Stewart. It is an irony, perhaps not lost on William, that Evelyn advocated
a new view of gardening that broke down the "bounds of the enclosed garden"
(Chambers, 174).
13
John Evelyn 1666, Kalendarium H ortense, 91.
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is a word derived from gardening. The elaborate compliment in the
language of the person addressed becomes teasing, a bit of a joke on
John Evelyn, when we remember that it is his wife who is the young
shoot to be trained.
The language of religion and that of horticulture provide a warmup for the serious teasing that is to come-some of it quite bawdy.
When William says that Mary, as a plant, will be watered only by
John's "Pott," he is risque. When he goes on to say that Mary is the wax
and John the seal, the wife the scabbard and her husband the sword, he
is using common comparisons. As the poem turns to the language of
horsemanship-William's own language-it becomes overtly bawdy.
William writes that a "young Colt" should not be broken by force
but needs to be "backt gently." Then, he suggests, "sheel be made /
Without a Vitious trick near play the Jade." If Mary Evelyn knew
the poem, she would not have been entertained by the section on
horsemanship.
"Vitious trick" does not appear in the OED, but vitious was used
of horses that were not broken. It may be that the compilers of the
OED were more familiar with gardening books than those on horsemanship, for the entries on vitious as regards horses come from general
sources rather than technical books. For instance, the earl of Shaftsbury jokingly tells his readers in one citation that a horse may be
"vicious" but not "virtuous." It is clear that William had a more precise
and slightly different definition in mind for the word, and he has a
short section on the topic of "Vitious Horses" in his New Method and
Extraordinary Invention to Dress Horses. 14 In this section, he singles
out horses that bite and says that kind treatment along with a muzzle
for a few days will cure them of this "jade's trick." A "vitious" horse, it
seems, is one that has been broken but that has developed unpleasant
habits. Jade is a source of puns in the poem as is the word near with

14 Published

1666. William also brought out a beautifully illustrated book on the
same subject in French in 1657: Method et invention.
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which it is associated. The most obvious meaning for the line is that
Mary, with proper treatment, will make a good rather than an obnoxious wife. She will "near," that is to say "never," develop unpleasant
habits . But jade also meant "loose woman," so William compliments
John with a bawdy tease by saying that Mary will "never" be a "punk."
A final meaning to this very involved pair of puns is that Mary will
"near," that is to say "nearly" play the "loose woman," but for her husband alone once he has trained her in the ars amatoria. In his book on
horsemanship, by the way, William argues against forcing or exhausting
animals. His advice to John about Mary on the topic of the wedding
night is not just bawdy teasing; it also is based on a genuine dislike of
cruelty of any sort and is an example of the regard for kindness he displayed in his own family relationships. If William's book on horsemanship were already in the planning stages, then the word "method" from
the book's title finds an echo in the line "A Certaine method for thy
Enioyd Bedd." The large central section of the poem, then, is devoted
to the languages of the avocations of addressee and poet-horticulture
and horsemanship.
One word, "Phansy," that appears near the end of the piece recalls
the observation found earlier in this essay that "Wee" makes reference
to William, his wife Margaret, and the family generally. Phansy was
a favorite term of Margaret's when she began to publish a few years
later, and it is one that appeared in the title of her collection of
stories in verse and prose, Nature's Pictures Drawn by Fancy's Pencil.
It is, moreover, a word that carried weight generally in the Newcastle
family. William's daughters by his first marriage, Jane Cavendish and
Elizabeth Brackely, composed a play called The Concealed Fancyes.15 In
Nature's Pictures, fancy is something like the imaginative power of a
writer, though in The Concealed Fancyes it is more a matter of romantic
inclination. In William's poem on the subject of the Evelyns' marriage, however, Phansy is not an easy word to understand. Indeed, the
last two lines of the poem are themselves a little mysterious:
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But whether Phansy runst thou like a Streame
Thou seemst as bottomlesse as is <thy> \my/ theme

If John is successful, he will shape his marriage in the form of
what he wants-into his fancy-even as a person chooses a course
while "running" a stream or river. 16 The image of floating may be
intended to recall, in a jocular way, Spenser's Knight of Temperance,
Guyon, adrift with the temptress Ph~dria.17 It is John, however,
who is experienced in the ways of the world and not his lady companion. It is John who is as "deep," William wryly says, as the poem's
"theme."
John penned a reply to William's poem and included that reply in
a collection of manuscript poetry, Otiumn Evelyni. We may imagine
that Mary Evelyn saw the collection, for she tells us John treated her
as a friend, and it is true he shared a great deal of his life with her in
his letters. 18 Thus if she had not read William's poem before, she
might have asked to see it upon reading Otium Evelyni. If such is
the case, she might have been inclined to have been a "good sport" as
regards her own involvement in the piece, but we may doubt that she
found the poem terribly amusing.
John's reply to William is far less elaborate and allusive than is
William's poem, but it does contain a couple of well-executed cases of
comic enjambment and it is entertaining.

16

Run is used here as it was employed elsewhere to describe a carefully controlled
ship in the ocean "running" before a strong wind. William anticipates the American
explorers Lewis and Clark, who are credited by the OED with the word's first use to
describe a boat on a river or stream.
17
Pha::dria's passivity as described by herself: "In this wide inland sea, that hight
by name, / The Idle Lake, my wandering ship I row, / That knows her port and
thither sails by aim, / Ne care, ne fear I how the wind do blow, or whether swift I
wind or whether slow'' (Spenser, books I and II of The Faerie Queen, 289).
18
Those letters are now being catalogued at the British Library. For her part,
Mary writes of "the early uncomon obligations I haue had to you as a friend as well as
husband" (John and Mary Evelyn, BL Evelyn MSS, letter 732).
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My Lord, I thank you for your fine Conceits
Auspicious Augurs, & rich Epithets;
To Justifie th'Adventure whilst I staid
So long to find the newly wedded Maid
AMaid. 19

The reply also teases William a little where horsemanship 1s concerned and is naughty in a conventional sort of way:
But now my Lord, how I admire your Art,
To make the Choice, & manage every part,
Your skill in horseflesh so express' d to th'Life,
As if you still lay with the Parsons Wife.

The reference to the parson's wife seems to involve a standard joke
based on country stereotypes rather than any specific dig aimed at
William. 20
Otium Evelyni also contains the more interesting poem by John
on the topic of the visit by Margaret Cavendish to the Royal Society
in May of 1667-the year in which Mary wrote her much-quoted
description of Margaret. These verses, too, contain an atmosphere of
teasing. While John makes light of the sumptuous garb of William's
wife even as William made teasing remarks concerning the age of
John's bride, the Royal Society poem also shows its pious author to
have an eye for the ladies, in particular "the Ferrabosco, who had a
reputation as a singer." 21

19

Evelyn, BL Otium Evelyni, 45-46.
John alluded to William's interest in the countess of Rutland of some
years before, the teasing would have been more serious by being more specific.
21 Grant, 25. John Bowle writes that Evelyn "was also, though a fervent
Anglican, .. . Puritanical and secretive, prudish and evasive about sex." Clearly the
poem from Otium Evelyni is tame when compared with what may be found in
the verse of Evelyn's contemporaries, but Evelyn's interest in the opposite sex is
unmistakable.
20 Had
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The President before his mace,
And at his right hand sat her Grace;
Behind stood Ferabosco.
So hight a bonny black-Gide there,
On whom Philosophers did peere
Well skill'd in Metoposco. 22

Ferrabosco, who was called black on account of her dark complexion and her "good black little eyes" noted by Pepys, seems to
have made fools of the ogling philosophers, that is, male constituents
of the Royal Society. 23 The group was seriously attacked in verse
by satirists in its early years, but this poem is in large part selfteasing. 24 After all, both John and Sir Joseph Williamson, the
addressee, were members of the Royal Society. "Metoposco" is doubtless a coined word. A look at Thomas Birch's history will confirm that
the Society's meetings often involved a combination of metaphysics
and hocus pocus, that is-by confl.ation-"metoposco."
The poem also contains some of the ambiance of a "boy's club,"
which may mean that it was not quite so amusing to Mary, if she
read it. When John wrote that Margaret Cavendish "looked so like
a Cavalier / But that she had no beard," he probably would not
have upset his wife very much. The "mannish woman" theme would
not have pleased her in reference to a woman she liked better, but
Margaret was not such a person. A little further on in the poem, John,
in discussing a demonstration of the weighing of air, says, "A woman

22

Evelyn, BL Otium Evelyni, 53. A slightly different version is in the Public
Records Office (Evelyn, PRO, SPD 29/450, ro2). The PRO version is used in Grant's
biography (Grant, 25). De Beer is not convinced about the authorship of the PRO
version and seems to have been unaware of what is in Otium Eve!yni (De Beer, Diary,
3:483 n. 2. See also Minz, 168-76).
23
Pepys, 243.
24 Marjorie Hope Nicholson in a chapter entitled '"Mad Madge' and 'The Wits'"
shows that Evelyn did not escape genuine ridicule as a scientist. His book on air pollution in London was attacked in one of a great many satires on the society discussed
by Nicholson (Nicholson, 149).
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yet was lighter much I Tho she were subject to our touch / Oft'
experimented."25 Although her letter about the duchess is indeed
harsh, it is not clear that Mary would have acceded to the suggestion
that Margaret was either "light," suggesting "loose," or "oft' experimented" with the "touch" of members of the Royal Society. Margaret
Cavendish was no doubt given to rough, what might have been called
"mannish," language, but there was never any believable indication
that she was unfaithful to her husband or sexually experienced before
marriage. 26 Mary was not a vicious person and she would not have
enjoyed seeing any member of her sex subject to levity of this sort.
That Mary Evelyn was less than likely to look with favor upon
her husband's lines on the subjects of the "lighter" Margaret Cavendish and the beautiful Ferrabosco may be confirmed by a letter she
wrote to him in 1672.27 In this letter, Mary engages in a little teasing,
herself. She ribs John about his interest in other women, but the jesting seems to be a cover for something like the nagging of a minor
jealousy. Although she locates him in "a glorious Court," it is clear she
understands the licentious nature of his environment. She is careful to
acknowledge that John and his chosen lady companions are not sullied
by the libidinous people who surround them, but at the same time she
is not especially pleased with the elegance of his courtly ambiance and
the intimacy of his platonic relationships, elegance that she is denied
by her mundane rural life and intimacy that is disrupted by the miles
that stand between herself and her husband.

25 Otium

Evelyni, 53. The PRO version contains "the touch" for "our touch." "The
touch" is the original sent to Sir Joseph Williamson, while "our touch" is a revision.
Evelyn became just a bit more daring as he revised.
26 She was accused of adultery near the end of her life, but the accusation, contained in an unsigned letter, seems to have been an attempt by stewards to combat
her overly close attention to the management of the William's financial affairs (Grant,
232-:i5).
27

John and Mary Evelyn, BL Evelyn MSS, letter 719. The date is entered by hand
by a librarian but corresponds well to the events described in the letter. Slightly inexact transcriptions are found in the Bray edition (Evelyn, Diary and Correspondence,
4:33- 34, and in Hiscock, 82-83) .
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I hope you do not Imagine though I liue in the Country and
conuerse with sea Nimphs, now and then with a Tarpauline
Hero, that I do not aprehend the difference between this kind
of felicity, and that which you possesse in a glorious \Court/
amongst great Beauties and witts, and those so refined that the
charmes of that splendor has no influence on their spirits, persons whose Ideas are of a higher nature whose minds are pure
and actions innocent, these if I could be capable of enuie, I
should make the subject; but I am so farr from failing in that
kind, that I rejoice in yr happinese, I acknowledge you a better
judge of such perfections, and to merit the honour of being an
admirer of the Calm Beautifull and prudent Alicone the friendship of the sprightly saint, and to be allowed the liberty off a
playfellow to Ornithia whose excellencies unites admiration
and esteeme, since you haue quallifications which entitle you
to as much good fortune as any man . ...
Hortensia

It is apparent from this letter that Mary Evelyn did not entirely take
to being John's Hortensia, the lonely inhabitant of an isolated-if not
enclosed-garden. Certainly there is a little sarcasm as well as a great
deal of teasing in the words "perfections" and "excellencies." It is hard
to imagine that Mary took much pleasure in John's maintaining as a
"playfellow" Ornithia, who has been identified as Anne Howard-one
of the women with whom he had a platonic relationship. 28 Mary's
closing remarks, however, show that she had plenty of understated
confidence in herself as a wife.
But should I hope for a part, it must be upon no other
account but as I haue a litle interest in you and possibly am

28

Hiscock, 80. Anne Howard was supplanted as the primary platonic interest
by Margaret Blagg. The break between her and John Evelyn is the subject of
"To Ornethia" in Otium Evelyni, 78.
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kindly thought of by you, which happinesse Produces many
advantages to.

While a courtly setting may encourage elegant dress and while
platonic dialogue may foster intimacy, marriage produces its own,
substantial, advantages. We should not forget, of course, that John's
relationships with other women were, finally, not much more than a
matter of irritation for Mary. Such liasons were probably less taxing
for her than John's difficulties in getting along with their children,
difficulties that included the elopement of a daughter. 29
Margaret Cavendish, as might be expected, had marital worries of
her own, and she, too, produced writing that is both teasing and serious
at the same time. In letter 5 of Sociable Letters, she describes an older
man who has married a younger woman. The woman, Margaret writes,
is "likelyer to be the happier of the two; for 'tis better to have an
old doting fool, than a wanton young filly." Margaret admired her
husband very greatly and never thought he was "doting old fool," even
though Pepys believed that William indulged Margaret far too much. 30
What Margaret has in mind is a gentle bit of ribbing of her husband.
It is about the "wanton young filly," however, that she elaborates.
Margaret tells us that even if this woman were married to a man of
her own age she would be faithless: "Ifl be not mistaken, she will love
a young Servant better than an old Husband; nay, if her Husband
were young, she would prefer variety of servants, before a single

29 In

pressuring John to help two other children, Mary goes so far as to invoke her
own constancy: "If I assure you I haue bin faithfull to your Bed and interest it is no
more then I aught to be for my owne sake not pretending to merit by it" (John and
Mary Evelyn, BL Evelyn MSS, letter 732).
30
"Stayed at home reading the ridiculous history of my Lord Newcastle wrote by
his wife, which shows her to be a mad, conceited, ridiculous woman, and he an asse
to suffer [her] to write what she writes to and of him" (Pepys, 9:123). Pepys's neighbor, Betty Turner, had lent the volume to Mrs. Pepys, and it is clear that, while many
people found Margaret's clothing exotic, they still read this book with care. It is
the one volume by Margaret to be reprinted shortly after both she and her husband
had died.
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husband." In addition to teasing William, she has some fun at her
own expense. She also takes a gentle poke or two at her readers, most
of whom knew about the age difference between herself and her
husband. Many readers would have heard the opinions of men like
Pepys, and some would have known about baser slurs. The epithet
"Welbeck's illustrious whore" was afforded Margaret presumably
because she dared to print what she wrote.31 She teases her readers by
archly saying, in effect, "Do you believe everything you hear?"
Others of Margaret's letters are equally teasing but, like Mary
Evelyn's missive to John, betray actual worries. William, even more
than John Evelyn, enjoyed female companionship, and Margaret may
have seen a small, though genuine, danger that her husband would
take a mistress. He might then place his confidence in her rather than
in his wife. The king, while genial, paid scant attention to his own
wife and treated his mistress Nell Gwyn with an enormous amount of
deference. Rochester's ''A Letter Fancied from Artemisa in the Town
to Chloe in the Country" gives a bone-chilling, if exaggerated and fictional, account of what sometimes actually happened. The poem concludes with the story of a foolish young man from the country who
"robs his wife" in order to buy his mistress plate and jewels. 32 The
mistress eventually poisons her benefactor, and his own "dull progeny"
end up starving. Obviously, William was no callow youth of the sort
described by Rochester, but Margaret nevertheless worried about his
predilection for female company. Her writing is sprinkled with stories
of men who humiliate wives while elevating mistresses. It is a topic
later explored by Jane Barker, and, in the final analysis, the worries
that Margaret had about her husband on this account were by no
means unreasonable. 33
In letter 36, Margaret writes of a man who is "persecuted by another
.
".
mans' w hore. "By "h
w ore "M argaret d oubl
t ess means "mistress,
smce

31

Grant, 199.

32 Rochester, 21.
33

Barker, First Feminists, 175- 79.
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the woman makes claims on the man beyond cash payment. Margaret
describes the situation as follows:
Though many men are Persecuted by their own Whores, both
in Body, Mind, Course of Life, and Estate, Diseasing the
One, Vexing the Other, Opposing the Third, and Spending
the Fourth, yet not usually by any other man's but their own,
at least believing them to be onely theirs.

The comedy found herein relies in part on diction and sentence
structure. The word persecution normally suggests a powerful person
who abuses the vulnerable or the weak. In this case, the incident
is laughable because a woman of no position or power successfully
attacks a man who has both. The strongly parallel set of sentence elements would be appropriate to a serious Baconian essay and is wonderfully out of place given the low subject matter. This rather lighthearted
approach to the problem of marital infidelity takes a more serious turn
as the letter closes, for Margaret says, "leaving such men to their own
heads, and their Wives to their Neighbours Beds, I rest, Madam,
Your faithful Friend and Servant." Margaret goes a step or two beyond
Mary Evelyn by allowing, with a dismissive attitude and nice little
rhyme, that a husband who finds sexual pleasure outside of wedlock
might be matched in kind by his wife. The situation, in addition to
being comic, involves a good amount of teasing, for the reader is
unsure whether or not Margaret endorses the retaliation just mentioned. Doubts of this sort are, in fact, a major element in Sociable
Letters. They give the reader something to think about, keep him or
her off balance, and are part of the fun. The various appearances of
the Lady M.L. likewise provide an opportunity for Margaret to toy
with her reader.
In letter n3, we are told that the Lady M.L. has been saying
unpleasant things about Margaret: "The Lady M.L. spoke of me, saying, I liv'd a Dull, Unprofitable, Unhappy Life, lmploying my time
onely in Building Castles in the Air." Criticisms of this kind were certainly in circulation. Specifically, Margaret seems to echo a comment
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made by Bishop John Wilkins, author of The Discovery of a World in
the Moon. He is reported to have said to her that she built "castles
in the air." 34 Margaret devotes a good deal of the letter to a defense of
her airy castles, which, she says, outlast those made of wood, brick,
and stone. She lists as her building materials "Poems, Songs, Playes,
Masks, Elegies, Epigrams, Anagrams." Lady M.L. implies that Margaret suffers from melancholia in the litany "Dull, Unprofitable,
Unhappy Life," and the response from Margaret involves a counterattack also on the personal level. The lady M.L. is a philistine, and
Cavendish does not abstain from taking a further swipe at her adversary by remarking, "So leaving [the Lady M .L.] to her Gossiping-Life
and her Light heels, I rest, Madam, your faithful Friend and Servant."
Not only is this horrible woman inclined to talk too much, she is
"light heeled," that is, of dubious morals.
Before we decide that Margaret simply wanted to boldly attack
her adversary, we must remember that the initials "M.L." are those of
Margaret, herself, before marriage when she was Margaret Lucas.
Since Margaret tells us in this same letter that she writes in anagrams,
it is hard to dismiss the connection as coincidental. Sociable L etters
is, in fact, full of intriguing initials. Elsewhere Sir W .D. is clearly
Sir William Davenant and BJ is unmistakably Ben Jonson. Even
Margaret's husband is given an anagram, N.W. or the initials of
William Newcastle reversed. What, then, is going on? Margaret uses
the arguments of her detractors both to defend herself and to tease
herself Her method is to have Margaret Lucas say unpleasant things
to Margaret Cavendish and to have Margaret Cavendish indignantly
rebut this alter ego. The criticisms of Margaret's actual adversaries
are trivialized in the process. The splitting of the one Margaret into
two, of course, occurs most memorably in The Blazing World and also
in a fashion that is teasing, for a character called the duke of Newcastle in that book has to contend with the amorous attentions both
of the empress of the Blazing World and of his own wife. William

34

Grant,

203.
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finds himself at the center of a seraglio made up of manifestations
of Margaret, for the empress is another alter ego. In this last case,
Margaret has fun at the expense of William.
In the midst of all of this teasing, there continues to run a thread
of worry about marriage. In letter 34, Margaret berates the Lady M .L.
for being herself a melancholic. Along the way, we get a very nice capsule of general views about melancholia. It "is onely amongst the
Noble and Rich, whose Wealth makes them idle." Margaret then
considers the danger of melancholia to the marriages of women like
M.L.:
To Divert the Grief of their Wives Troubles, [men like the
husband of Lady M.L.] Solace with their Wives Maids, who
are more Pleasant Company, being not troubled with the
Splene, as not having a Husband, nay, when they do Marry,
their minds are so employ'd about getting a Livelihood, as
they have not time to think of their Splenes, besides, they are
forced to Labour and Work for their Living, which keeps
them from such Obstructions or Disease.

This is a powerful passage and it might have been offered as serious
advice by a writer of conduct books for women. Margaret, however,
~akes it a vehicle for indirectly describing her worries about her husband while keeping her more knowledgeable readers entertained at
her own expense.
Of course, it is not an easy task to find evidence that indicates
Margaret's readers were, in fact, entertained by her teasing of herself
or them. Most contemporary references remark on her personal qualities and do not show much engagement with the writing. A poem
found in a collection of thank-you letters and adulatory verses that
was published by William after Margaret's death provides an interesting exception. 35 Many of the letters in the collection contain effusive

35 Cavendish,

Collection, r,;q-61.
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and pro farma praise for Margaret or William or both. The poems,
too, are full of stock compliments, but the poem in question, "To
the Illustrious Princess, Margaret Dutchess of New-Castle, on Her
Incomparable Works," presents its praise in a less than straightforward fashion. The anonymous writer teases Margaret and the tone
of the poem is often jocular.
Had Spencer liv'd your Works t'have seen
You must have been his Fairy-()yeen.
Great Virgil would have thought it due
Not to name Dido ()yeen, but You
And had you liv'd when Ovid writ
You'd been the subject of his Wit;
He would have made a richer Piece
Of you, than Helen fair of Greece.

This praise is obviously excessive, but the chances are that both writer
and recipient took the excess as a joke of the sort often found in commendatory verses written by the Cavalier poets. The anonymous
writer goes beyond comic hyperbole, however, and takes up the sensitive matter of Margaret's childlessness, even making a reference to the
risque material found especially in her Plays of 1668.
Your Pregnant Brain does every day
Spring Mines of Gold without allay
The Dross you so Refine that we,
Only the purer Mettle see
Yours is th'Elixer of true Wit,
Because it finds all Subjects fit.

Margaret wrote on a wide variety of topics, and, as the poem
explicitly states, her audiences included both "Gown-men" and
theatergoers. Hence, she found many, though certanly not all, "subjects
fit." The anonymous writer is not genuinely bothered by Margaret's
racy plays, however, and merely teases her about what other people
might think. The writer goes on to push the metaphor of pregnancy
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into the literal world of children, having a little fun at Margaret's
expense along the way.
Some Ladys think they'r born in vain
Unless they Teem; your fruitful Brain
Brings better issue; there's the odds,
They please but Men, you please the Gods.
Strange Power 'tis you Govern by,
What Nature asks you can deny
That can Charm Men and Angels too.

The anonymous writer echoes Margaret's criticism of women who
place too much value on having children.36 Some women merely
"teem," or have a great many offspring. The suggestion that Margaret
can deny nature, however, is not far off from idea that she is unnatural
or even a monster of the sort described by Lord D enny in his attack
on Lady Mary Wroth. 37 The anonymous writer is just a little daring,
nor does such rough teasing stop here. The poem ends on a distinctly
sexual note.
Though you speake to us in one Tongue,
You seem all Languages t'have known,
And secrets to the world reveal,
As if the Gods did sometimes steal,
To tell you News, and from above
You knew all passages of Love.

36
1n Sociable L etters, Margaret derides a woman who only thinks she is pregnant:
"She rasping wind out of her Stomack, as Childing Women usually do, making Sickly
Faces to express a Sickly Stomack, and fetching her Breath short, and bearing out her
Body, drawing her Neck downward, and standing in a weak and faint Posture, as
great bellied Wives do, bearing a heavy Burden in them, told me she had been with
Child a fortnight, though by her behaviour one would not have thought she had
above a Week to go, or to reckon; But she is so pleased with the Belief she is with
Child (for I think she cannot perfectly Know her self)" (Letter, 47).
37
Margaret was well aware of the attack (see Wroth, The Poems of Lady Mary

Wroth, 34).
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Such "passages of love" might be the Platonic movements of souls
recorded in The Blazing World, or "passages" might have a more literal
and anatomical reference.
We may imagine that, had she seen them, Mary Evelyn would
have disliked these anonymous verses not because of the teasing itself
but because the teasing went too far for her. Mary's daughter, also
Mary Evelyn, composed a more dainty set of verses that are teasing in
their own way. Mundus Mulieribis or The Ladies Dressing-Room
Unlock'd (1690) presents itself as an introduction to the world of ladies
written for the "Instruction of our young Master ... newly launch'd
from the University."38 University men are ribbed, but most of the
pleasant fun in the poem is had at the expense of vain women,
"the fantastic½_ Female Throng."39 In a poem where "Bodice" rhymes
with "odd is," the younger Mary no doubt has a little fun at her own
expense. 40 Mary's Mundus Mulieribis along with The Concealed Fancyes
of Jane Cavendish and Elizabeth Brackely shows teasing in the Cavendish and Evelyn families was not restricted to a single generation. 41

38 Published

1690. In the facsimile's introduction, Nevinson discusses details of

authorship (Mary Evelyn, Mundus, facsimile introduction).
39
Mary Evelyn, Mundus, 5.
40 Mary Evelyn, Mundus, 2 .
41
In letters at the British Library, Evelyn's family members "emerge from
[his] shadow and are seen to be lively and intelligent, with interests of their own"
(H ofmann, 184).

APPENDIX

British Library Add 32497
<
> = deletion
\ I = insertion
On Mr. Etiling his Marriage
to Mrs Browne Eleuen years old
Wee Bidd God giue y thee Joy and all Reioyce
In this thy happy Discrete, Wiser Choyce
These looser tyms make men Dispaire afraid
To Wiue having not faith to finde a mayd
And some such Atheists unto Hymen nowe
As they no Mayds in his Church will alowe
And some Philosophers are so accurst
Denys it saying that nothing was first
But still a thinge before is, tis Ill sayd
For by this Natures Rule, there is no mayd
But thou Confutst those Herriticks so much
As Eury Eye condemns them so thy Touch
Thy Inclosd Bewtious lilly shees so faire
Not spotted or yet Sullid with the Ayre
A Virgin White Rose in the Budd thy owne
No loue yett Breath'd on her, so far from Blowne
No Plum or Apricock or wooly Peach
But fruite of frutes that's yet beyond thy reach
If Preserud Virgin in a Cris tall Boxe
Transparent but yett under Natures locks
No opning it but with the Key ofTyme
Then all your senses Rauisht with lous Chime
Venus Delitious Banquett then youl taste
And Cupids melting Hipocras not waste
But by your twind lipps Dropping honyd dewe
Increase your vigor and your loue renewe
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A Sience out of Natures nursery
By thy Pott only waterd least should drie
And grafted by thy hand when grown more tall
Inoculate it plasht gainst thy owne wall
Being thy own work nowe thy growing treasure
Hops to Enjoy more then fruitions Pleasure
Softninge thy Virgin waxe which will reueale
With melting tell thee, Print mee wth thy Seale
Stampt for thy own by thy lous Arms thus made
And lous impression thus shall neuer faide
Will fitt like Cockles and so still accorde
Thus make a Scabord for to fitt thy Sword
Euen and Just which if by chance should buye
To litle or too bigg twould be when trie
like a young Colt backt gently not by forse
By skilful riding maks a ready horse
Fitt only for thy hand so sheel be made
Without a Vitious trick near play the Jade
And like the Prowd Busephelus sheel bee
For none but Alexander wch is thee
Her owne lord only mount her wch is due
Scorne all the rest but one, thats only you
Thus thy Etallian Prouidence doth stand
To lay up so much < ... > Wife still beforhand
Tis Wedlock Merchant Prudence tho seeme strainge
T'insure a maidenhead on lous Exchange
And see a Growing April many hours
Before a May where thou mayst gaither \fiowrs/
But now my Vots that thou mighst find a way
After that sweeter night and long'd for day
A Certaine method for thy Enioyd Bedd
To keep her thyne as now her Maidenheade
Yes you haue found it happy then are you
Her honour Virtue still will maker her true
But whether Phansy runst thou like a Streame
Thou seemst as bottmlesse as is <thy> \my/ theme
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British Library Evelyn MS 124
Otium Evelyni

Pp. 45 and 46
To the Marquis ofNew-Castle
in Answer ofhis Verses upon
My Marriage
Paris
I647

My Lord, I thank you for your fine Conceits
Auspicious Augurs, & rich Epithets;
To Justifie th'Adventure whilst I staid
So long to find the newly wedded Maid
A Maid: but there you pacse some wilt not wed
Because they hold there is no Maidenhead
You say, and just they find none, Sir, for then
Atheists should be the onely happy men,
And for their want of faith, my Lord, receive
As great a blisse: as we who do believe:
But now my Lord, how I admire your Art,
To make the Choice, & manage every part,
Your skill in horseflesh so express' d to th'Life,
As if you still lay with the Parsons Wife:
First you describe the make, the comely pace
The breaking of the Colt, & every Grace,
So service fit, that who observes it well
Shall never neede Consult his Pluvinell,
Or run to Naples for to get the seat.
You have it once my Lord so shew' d the feate
That who before was learning a whole yeare,
Emerges now a perfect Cavaliere,
Who then my Lord, so fit as you to be
Master of Love's royal Academie.
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